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Picking his way through Andean cocaine fields, Central American prisons, Colorado pot shops,
and the online drug dens of the Dark Web, Tom Wainwright provides a fresh, innovative look
into the drug trade and its 250 million customers. More than just an investigation of how drug
cartels do business, Narconomics is also a blueprint for how to defeat them.How does a
budding cartel boss succeed (and survive) in the 300 billion illegal drug business? By learning
from the best, of course. From creating brand value to fine-tuning customer service, the folks
running cartels have been attentive students of the strategy and tactics used by corporations
such as Walmart, McDonald's, and Coca-Cola.And what can government learn to combat this
scourge? By analyzing the cartels as companies, law enforcers might better understand how
they work -- and stop throwing away 100 billion a year in a futile effort to win the "war" against
this global, highly organized business.Your intrepid guide to the most exotic and brutal industry
on earth is Tom Wainwright. Picking his way through Andean cocaine fields, Central American
prisons, Colorado pot shops, and the online drug dens of the Dark Web, Wainwright provides a
fresh, innovative look into the drug trade and its 250 million customers.The cast of characters
includes "Bin Laden," the Bolivian coca guide; Old Lin," the Salvadoran gang leader; "Starboy,"
the millionaire New Zealand pill maker; and a cozy Mexican grandmother who cooks blueberry
pancakes while plotting murder. Along with presidents, cops, and teenage hitmen, they explain
such matters as the business purpose for head-to-toe tattoos, how gangs decide whether to
compete or collude, and why cartels care a surprising amount about corporate social
responsibility.More than just an investigation of how drug cartels do business, Narconomics is
also a blueprint for how to defeat them.

About the AuthorTom Wainwright is the Britain editor of The Economist. Until 2013 he was the
Mexico City bureau chief of The Economist, covering Mexico, Central America and the
Caribbean, as well as parts of South America and the United States border region. He has
been a commentator on the drugs business on CNN, the BBC and NPR, among others. He
has a first-class degree in philosophy, politics, and economics from Oxford University.
Wainwright lives in London, England. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review“[Tom Wainwright] brings a fine and balanced analytical mind to some very good
research…By looking at the drug trade as a business, Wainwright is able to reveal much about
why it wreaks such havoc in Central and South America. Wainwright show[s] how drug
violence is not so much senseless but the devastating result of economic calculations taken to
their brutal extreme. [His] conclusion is titled 'Why Economists Make the Best Police Officers.' It
is one of the pithiest and most persuasive arguments for drug law reform I have ever read.”—
Misha Glenny, New York Times Sunday Book Review“A lively and engaging book, informed by
both dogged reporting and gleanings from academic research...”—Wall Street Journal"A
cracking read."—Reuters"One of the most exciting business books of the last few years."—
Management Today"Tom Wainwright has powerfully argued in favor of legalizing drugs. He
says that the policies aimed at stifling the drug trade seem to be misdirected and have failed...
a controversial but well-argued book... a must-read for everyone interested in solving the drug
issue. Wainwright makes a lot of sense at a time when the world seems helpless against drug
traffickers."—The Washington Book Review“Narconomics is the book that Sean Penn wanted
to write. Tom Wainwright may not have interviewed Joaquin “El Chapo” Guzman, but he did talk



to drug kingpins every bit as ruthless and intimidating in writing this book…[and] he makes a
convincing case…[Narconomics] presents an incisive look into a worldwide problem. Few
Americans have escaped the corrosive influence of the drug trade on a family member or
friend; this book explains the magnitude of the problem.”—The Washington Times“Tom
Wainwright of the Economist brings a fine and balanced analytical mind to some very good
research…”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“Narconomics: How to Run a Drug Cartel could not
have come at a more pertinent time…The Economist's former Mexico City correspondent
offers some needed context to the region wide debate over drug policy.”—Americas
Quarterly“[Wainwright's] book is courageous on several levels… [he] challenges everyone at
once—the dealers, the drug czars, and the bystanders in between. A daring work of
investigative journalism and a well-reasoned argument for smarter drug policies.”—Kirkus
Reviews --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.An Ebook Tops Best Book of
February 2016: Chances are when you hear someone talking about the drug trade what comes
to mind is an image from T.V. or the movies—seedy dealers, million-dollar busts, films like
Traffic and shows like The Wire. In Narconomics, author Tom Wainwright looks at the drug
business as…a business. And it’s fascinating. We already know how internet shopping has
changed the way people buy and sell goods, but in the course of his research Wainwright
learned that all manner of illegal drugs are increasingly being bought and sold online, too.
Interesting, right? Just wait until you read how customer service and product quality have been
impacted by this change… And this is just one of the many ways in which an economist’s view
paints a very different picture than the one we’re used to seeing. Wainwright’s fresh look at a
decades-old problem shows not only how the narcotics industry is run, but also how the “war
on drugs” could be more effective if law enforcement started thinking about the drug business
as just another corporate jungle. --Seira Wilson --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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sneak peeks, deals, and more..IntroductionCARTEL INCORPORATED“Ladies and gentlemen,
welcome to Ciudad Juárez, where the local time is 8:00 a.m.” On a chilly November morning on
a runway in the Mexican desert, one passenger onboard Interjet Flight 2283 is fiddling
nervously with a small package hidden in his sock, wondering if he has made a terrible
mistake. Juárez, a brash border city of scorching days and freezing nights, is the main cocaine
gateway to the United States. Shoved up against the metal fences of the Texas border, exactly
halfway between the Pacific and the Gulf coasts, it has long been a smugglers’ hangout: a
place where illicit fortunes are made and blown on fast cars, gaudy mansions, and usually
before very long, spectacular mausoleums. But the nervous passenger, now blinking in the
morning sun as he walks to the terminal, noting the camouflaged, balaclava-wearing marines
guarding the exit, is not a drug mule. The passenger is me.Inside the terminal I find the nearest
bathroom, lock myself in a cubicle, and pull out the package, a small, black, electronic gadget,
about the size of a cigarette lighter, with a single button and an LED light. A few days earlier, in
Mexico City, it had been presented to me by a local security consultant who feared that the
naïve young británico before him might get into hot water on his trip to Juárez. Now, at the time
of my first visit, the place has recently earned the title of “world’s most murderous city,” thanks



to the deadly game of hide-and-seek being played by rival cartel hit men across its colonial
downtown and cinderblock slums. Roadside executions, mass graves, and inventive new forms
of dismemberment fill the local newspapers and television reports. Inquisitive journalists, in
particular, have a habit of disappearing into car trunks, mummified in masking tape. Juárez is
not a place to take any chances. So what I should do, the consultant had explained, handing
me the device, is press the button when I arrive, wait for the LED to come on, and keep the
gadget hidden in my sock. As long as the light is blinking, he will be able to track my
whereabouts—or at least those of my right leg—should I fail to check in.In the cubicle, I quietly
take out the tracking device, turn it over in my hands, and press the button. I wait. The light
remains dead. Puzzled, I press it again. Nothing. Jabbing, hammering, holding the button
down: whatever I do to try to coax the device to life over the next few minutes, the light refuses
to blink. Eventually I stick the useless thing back in my sock, gather up my things, and make
my way warily out onto the streets of Ciudad Juárez. The gadget is dead, and I am on my own.• �
• �•This is the story of what happened when a not very brave business journalist was sent to
cover the most exotic and brutal industry on earth. I arrived in Mexico in 2010, just as the
country was starting to ramp up its war on the narco-cowboys, who, with their gold-plated
Kalashnikovs, had reduced some parts of the country to a state of near anarchy. The number
of people murdered in Mexico in 2010 would reach more than twenty thousand, or about five
times the figure recorded across all of Western Europe.1 The following year was to be more
violent still. News bulletins featured little else: every week brought new stories of corrupted
cops, assassinated officials, and massacre after bloody massacre of narcotraficantes, by the
army or each other. This was the war on drugs, and it was clear that drugs were winning.I had
sometimes written about drugs from the point of view of the consumer, in Europe and the
United States. Now, in Latin America, I was confronted with the narcotics industry’s awesome
supply side. And the more I wrote about el narcotráfico, the more I came to realize what it most
closely resembled: a global, highly organized business. Its products are designed,
manufactured, transported, marketed, and sold to a quarter of a billion consumers around the
world. Its annual revenues are about $300 billion; if it were a country, it would rank among the
world’s forty largest economies.2 The people who run the industry may have a sinister glamour
about them, with their monstrous nicknames (one in Mexico was known as El Comeniños, or
“The Childeater”). But whenever I met them in person, their boasts and complaints tended to
remind me of nothing so much as those of corporate managers. The head of a bloodthirsty
gang in El Salvador, who boasted to me in his baking prison cell about the amount of territory
controlled by his compañeros, spouted platitudes about a new gang-truce that could have
come directly from the mouth of a CEO announcing a merger. A burly Bolivian farmer of coca,
the raw ingredient of cocaine, enthused about his healthy young narco-crops with the pride and
expertise of a commercial horticulturalist. Time and again, the most ruthless outlaws described
to me the same mundane problems that blight the lives of other entrepreneurs: managing
personnel, navigating government regulations, finding reliable suppliers, and dealing with
competitors.Their clients have the same demands as other consumers, too. Like customers of
any other industry, they seek out reviews of new products, increasingly prefer to shop online,
and even demand a certain level of “corporate social responsibility” from their suppliers. When I
found my way into the hidden “Dark Web” of the Internet, where drugs and weapons are
anonymously bought with Bitcoins, I dealt with a trader of crystal-meth pipes who was as
attentive as any Ebook Tops representative. (Actually, I take it back. He was far more helpful.)
The more I looked at the worldwide drug industry, the more I wondered what would happen if I
covered it as if it were a business like any other. The result is this book.One of the first things I



noticed when I started looking at the illegal-drugs industry through the eyes of an economist
was that many of the impressive-sounding numbers quoted by the officials in charge of fighting
it simply don’t make sense. Not long after I arrived in Mexico, a giant narcotic bonfire was set
alight in Tijuana. Soldiers lit the kindling and stood well back as 134 metric tons of marijuana
went up in thick, pungent smoke. The stash, which had been discovered hidden inside six
shipping containers in a warehouse on the edge of the city, represented the biggest drug bust
in the country’s history. The goods had been ready for export, tightly packed into 15,000
parcels the size of sandbags and branded with logos of animals, smiley faces, and Homer
Simpson cartoons, which traffickers use to denote where their products are to be sent. After
the packages had been tested, weighed, and photographed, they were piled high, hosed down
with diesel, and ignited. A crowd looked on, as machine-gun-toting soldiers made sure that no
one got downwind of the mind-altering blaze. General Alfonso Duarte Múgica, the Mexican
Army’s commander in the region, proudly announced that the smoldering stash had been
worth 4.2 billion pesos, then equivalent to about $340 million. Some US newspapers went even
further, reporting that the haul was worth more like half a billion dollars, based on what the
drugs could have fetched in the United States.By any reasonable analysis, they were both
wrong by a mile. General Duarte’s calculation seems to have been based on the assumption
that a gram of marijuana can be bought in Mexico for about $3. Multiply that by a hundred tons
and you come up with a total value for the stash of around $300 million. In the United States, a
gram might cost more like $5, which is where the half-billion estimate comes from. The logic
sounds reasonable enough, even if the numbers are very rough. But it is ludicrous. Consider
another fiercely addictive Latin American export: Argentine beef. In a Manhattan restaurant, an
eight-ounce steak might cost $50, or 22 cents per gram. By General Duarte’s logic, that would
imply that a half-ton steer is worth over $100,000.A steer has to be slaughtered, butchered,
packed, shipped, seasoned, grilled, and served before it is worth $50 per slice. For this reason,
no analyst of the beef industry would calculate the price of a live steer mooching around on the
Argentine pampa using restaurant data from New York City. Yet this is effectively how the value
of heroin seized in Afghanistan or cocaine intercepted in Colombia is sometimes estimated. In
reality, drugs, like beef, have to go through a long value-adding chain before they reach their
final “street price.” A gram of marijuana might fetch $3 in a Mexico City nightclub, or $5 in an
American college dorm. But hidden in a warehouse in Tijuana—yet to be smuggled across the
border, divided into retail-size quantities, and furtively marketed to consumers—it is worth
much less. The best estimates available suggest that the wholesale price of marijuana in
Mexico is about $80 per kilo, or just 8 cents per gram.3 At this price, the stash in Tijuana would
have been worth more like $10 million—and probably less, because no one hiding 100 tons of
an illegal product would be able to sell it by the kilogram. The Tijuana seizure was a whopper,
and heads no doubt literally rolled in the cartel that lost it. But the $340 million blow to
organized crime that most newspapers reported was a fantasy: the loss incurred by the
criminals who owned the drugs was probably less than 3 percent of that amount.If
assumptions about the value of a single big warehouse of Tijuana marijuana could be so wildly
wrong, I wondered, what else might be found out by analyzing the drug trade from a
completely different perspective, applying basic economics? Look again at the cartels, and
further similarities to legitimate businesses become clear. Colombian cocaine manufacturers
have protected their profits by tightening control of their supply chains, along the same lines as
Walmart. Mexican cartels have expanded on a franchise basis, with the same success as
McDonald’s. In El Salvador, the tattooed street gangs, once sworn blood-enemies, have
discovered that collusion can sometimes be more profitable than competition. Caribbean



criminals use the islands’ fetid prisons as job centers, solving their human-resources problems.
Like other big firms, drug cartels have begun to experiment with offshoring, bringing their
problems to new, more vulnerable countries. They are attempting to diversify, just as most
other businesses do when they reach a certain size. And they are being buffeted by the move
to online shopping, exactly like other high-street retailers.Applying economic and business
analysis to drug cartels may seem outrageous. But to fail to understand the economics of the
drug trade—and to go on quoting fantasy figures such as the half-billion-dollar bonfire in
Tijuana—has condemned governments to pouring money and lives into policies that do not
work. The world’s taxpayers spend upward of $100 billion a year combating the illegal-drugs
trade. The United States alone shells out some $20 billion just at the federal level, making 1.7
million drug arrests a year and sending a quarter of a million people to prison.4 In countries
that produce and traffic the drugs, military offensives against the industry have contributed to a
dizzying body count. Mexico’s murder rate, though fearsome, is not as high as that of some of
the other countries that lie on the cocaine-trafficking route, where thousands more are
murdered each year attempting to fight the drugs business. The scale of public investment is
huge, and the evidence used to support it is threadbare.As I followed the trafficking trail, I
noticed four big economic mistakes that governments everywhere from La Paz to London keep
on making. First, there is an overwhelming focus on suppressing the supply side of the
business, when basic economics suggests that addressing demand would make more sense.
Cutting supply has done more to raise prices than it has to reduce the amount of drugs
consumed, resulting in a more valuable criminal market. Second, there is a constant and
damaging short-termism, in which governments economize on early interventions, preferring to
run up bigger bills further down the line. Prisoner rehabilitation, job creation, and treatment for
addiction are among the first programs to be cut when budgets are tight, while front-line
enforcement, which accomplishes the same goal at a higher cost, seems to enjoy spending
without end. Third, even though the drug cartels are models of nimble, borderless global
commerce, efforts to regulate them are still clumsily national in scope. The result is that the
industry survives by slipping from one jurisdiction to another, easily outwitting the
uncoordinated efforts of different countries. Finally, and most fundamentally, governments
mistakenly equate prohibition with control. Banning drugs, which seems sensible at first, has
handed the exclusive rights to a multibillion-dollar industry to the most ruthless organized crime
networks in the world. The more I learned about the way the cartels do business, the more I
wondered if legalization, far from being a gift to the gangsters, could be their undoing.The
following chapters will add flesh to these arguments. But the bottom line is this: predicting the
cartels’ next steps, and making sure that the money and lives laid down to stop them are not
wasted, is easier when we recognize that they are run like other big multinational companies.
This book is a business manual for drug lords. But it is also a blueprint for how to defeat
them.Chapter 1COCAINE’S SUPPLY CHAINThe Cockroach Effect and the 30,000 Percent
Markup“My name is bin Laden.”It’s a drizzly spring day in La Paz, the headache-inducingly
high capital of Bolivia, and I have been sheltering in a doorway waiting for a ride into the
mountains. The car has just pulled up—a dark-gray Toyota Land Cruiser, its rear windows
blacked out with dark film that is peeling at the corners—and the driver has jumped out to
introduce himself. “They call me bin Laden because of this,” he explains, tweaking the end of a
bushy, jet-black beard that protrudes a good six inches beyond his chin. “You’re the one who
wants to see where we grow the coca, right?”I am. Here in the Andes is where the cocaine
trade, a global business worth something like $90 billion a year, has its roots. Cocaine is
consumed in every country on earth, but virtually every speck of it starts its life in one of three



countries in South America: Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru. The drug, which can be snorted as
powder or smoked in the form of crystals of “crack” cocaine, is made from the coca plant, a
hardy bush that is most at home in the foothills of the Andes. I have come to Bolivia to see for
myself how coca is grown, and to find out more about the economics at the very start of the
cocaine business’s long, violent, and fabulously profitable supply chain.I jump into the back of
the Land Cruiser and wonder whether to open the window, letting in the rain, or keep it closed,
worsening the smell from a leaking gasoline canister in the trunk behind me. I decide to wind it
down a little and then shuffle into the middle of the row of seats to stay dry. We set off, climbing
from 10,000 feet to 13,000 feet, as we make our way over the top of the Bolivian altiplano, the
high plateau of the Andes, which lies about three times higher than Kathmandu in the
Himalayas. The car grumbles as bin Laden, who occasionally sings to himself but says very
little, urges it on around bend after bend. We drive up through clouds, which when they part
give glimpses of patches of snow on the other side of the valley.Bolivia has two main areas for
growing coca: the Chapare, a humid region in the center of the country where the crop has
taken off in recent decades as the cocaine trade has boomed, and the Yungas, a warm area of
forest northeast of the capital, where people have been growing the leaf for centuries. We are
heading to the latter, and as we slowly descend the eastern slope, the air gets warmer and the
bare rock of the mountainside becomes covered, first with moss and then with a thick green
blanket of ferns. I focus on the view across the valley, trying to take my mind off the Yungas
Road, which is utterly terrifying. Known locally as the camino de la muerte, or “death road,” it is
a narrow, gravelly track that clings to a crumbling cliff face to the right, with a ravine 1,000 feet
deep on the left. As bin Laden cheerfully flings the Land Cruiser around blind corners (and, at
one point, straight through a small waterfall), I edge over to the right-hand door, where I sit
clutching the handle, ready to jump to safety if I feel the car start to slide into the
abyss.Fortunately, it never does. After hours on the road, some of it spent clearing a small
landslide by hand, we eventually arrive at our destination. It may be because my nerves are
shot from the nail-biting journey, but Trinidad Pampa, a village of about 5,000 people living
mostly in homes of cinder block and corrugated iron, looks like Eden. The road into town is
framed by banana trees rather than sheer drops. To the north and south, the steeply sloping
sides of the valley have been carved into neat terraces, each just a few feet deep. Behind
them, higher mountains recede into clouds that sit against a dark-blue sky. I jump out of the car
into the warm afternoon, glad to stretch my legs, and walk over to a plantation by the verge.
There is no mistaking the bushes growing there. Delicate, almond-shaped leaves on fine stalks
protrude from thicker stumps that have been carefully bedded into the reddish soil. This is
coca, the billion-dollar leaf for which thousands of people are murdered every year. Terrace
after terrace has been cut into the mountainside for the bushes, forming a long ladder of
green.At a crossroads in the center of the village I meet Édgar Marmani, the head of the local
coca-growers’ union, who has come straight from the fields with muddy hands and in rubber
boots. A union for drug farmers? Almost anywhere else in the world such a thing would be
illegal. But Bolivia has a lighter regime than other South American countries when it comes to
coca. The leaf has been consumed in the Andes since long before Europeans arrived in the
Americas. Some people like to brew it in tea, whereas others simply chew the leaves in
handfuls (Bolivian peasants can often be seen with one bulging cheek, sucking on a wad of
leaves as they go about their business). In this form the leaf has only a mild stimulant effect,
nothing like cocaine. It supposedly helps to ward off cold, hunger, and altitude sickness, all of
which are tedious features of life on the altiplano. Many hotels in La Paz serve coca tea to
guests on arrival—in fact, even the American embassy used to, not so long ago. I had drunk a



mug of it at breakfast; to me it tasted like green tea, and not much stronger. To allow this
“traditional” use of the leaf, the Bolivian government each year licenses a limited amount of
land to be used for coca farming.Marmani’s drink of choice, however, is not coca but Pepsi, and
we sit down on plastic chairs in a little convenience store with two plastic cups and a two-liter
bottle planted between us. I start by asking him how to grow a good coca crop. “First we have
to make the wachus,” he says, pointing up into the hillsides and using the local word for the
terraces. Each is dug two feet deep and cleared of stones. Every person in the community
tends to a dozen of them, with the biggest landowners managing over an acre in total. The
balmy weather and fertile soil of the Yungas mean that farmers can get up to three harvests a
year out of their coca bushes—a much better deal than coffee, which yields a single annual
harvest and is tricky to grow, requiring shade. The only difficult time, Marmani says, is the
winter—July, August, and September—when there is no rain, and “estamos jodidos”: we’re
screwed. Once plucked, the leaves are dried in the sun and then bundled up into takis, fifty-
pound bags. These are loaded into a truck that bounces along to the Villa Fátima market in La
Paz, one of two places in the country where coca can be legally traded. Each truck displays a
license showing exactly how much coca it is carrying, and where it comes from.Coca farmers
are tolerated, or even celebrated, in Bolivia, whose president, Evo Morales, is himself a former
cocalero, as the growers are known. Breaking all sorts of laws, he once took bags of coca to
Manhattan to chew defiantly before a meeting of the United Nations, where he called for a
repeal of the international conventions that outlaw the leaf. The stunt was part of a broader
stand against what he sees as Western meddling in Andean affairs. In 2008, he expelled the
US ambassador for interfering in local politics, kicking out the US Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) at the same time. Despite international bans on the leaf, the Bolivian
state supports various national industries that churn out all manner of coca-related products,
from sweets, cookies, and drinks to coca-infused toothpaste. The industry is regulated by the
Vice-Ministry of Coca, which imposes the limits on how much of the leaf can be grown. The
idea is to license enough cultivation to feed the market for tea, toothpaste, and all the rest of it,
without growing enough to leak into the cocaine trade. The system is far from water-tight,
though: the United Nations estimates that in 2014, Bolivia had about 20,400 hectares, or
50,400 acres, of land devoted to coca cultivation, enough to produce about 33,000 tons of
dried leaf. In the same year, the country’s two licensed markets handled only 19,798 tons—
less than two-thirds the estimated amount of coca leaf being produced.1 It is a safe bet that the
rest found its way into the illegal market, to be turned into cocaine.Because cartels depend on
coca leaf to make their cocaine, governments have targeted coca plantations as a means of
cutting off the business at its source. Since the late 1980s, the coca-producing countries of
South America, backed by money and expertise from the United States, have focused their
counternarcotic efforts on finding and destroying illegal coca farms. The idea is a simple
economic one: if you reduce the supply of a product, you increase its scarcity, driving up its
price. Scarcity is what makes gold more expensive than silver, and oil more expensive than
water: if lots of people want something, and there isn’t enough to go around, they have to pay
more to get their hands on it. Governments hope that by chipping away at the supply of coca,
they will force up the price of the leaf, thereby raising the cost of making cocaine. As the price
of cocaine rises, they reason, fewer people in the rich world will buy it. Just as a natural blight
on cocoa crops has recently raised the international price of chocolate, causing chocoholics to
cut down on their habits, destroying coca plants ought to raise the price of cocaine, persuading
drug users to consume less.Colombia and Peru, which are currently on friendlier terms with
the United States than Bolivia is, have taken an especially tough line. The armies of both



countries have been drafted as emergency gardening services, tasked with eliminating every
trace of the coca bush. The mountainous geography has made this a fiendishly tricky task.
Spotters fly up and down in light aircraft, looking out for the telltale terraces that show that coca
production is under way. Farmers have gotten better at hiding their crops, but the authorities
are now better at seeking them out. Nowadays the spotters’ planes are helped by satellites,
which take detailed images of the countryside for experts to pore over to try to tell the
difference between legal plantations of bananas or coffee and illicit ones of coca. Armed with
these maps, soldiers are sent to destroy the crops by hand. In Colombia, some of the
eradication has been done by spraying the farmland with weed killer from light aircraft. This
destroys the coca—along with many other, perfectly legitimate crops, farmers complain. In
2015, Colombia indefinitely suspended its aerial spraying program, following a warning from an
agency of the World Health Organization that the weed killer may cause cancer.The
eradication campaign has been devastatingly successful, at least on the face of it. Over the
past couple of decades, Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru have destroyed thousands of square
miles of illegal coca plantations, eradicating more and more crops each year. Whereas in 1994
the three countries’ governments destroyed about 6,000 hectares (15,000 acres) of coca,2 in
2014 they laid waste to more than 120,000 hectares (300,000 acres), mostly by hand. It is an
extraordinary feat: to picture the scale of the task, imagine every year weeding a garden
fourteen times the size of Manhattan (while occasionally being shot at). By the rough
calculations of the United Nations, nearly half of all the coca bushes planted in the Andes are
now eradicated.The annual loss of nearly 50 percent of production would be a crippling blow to
most industries. But somehow, the cocaine market keeps bouncing back. As acre after acre of
coca has been poisoned, burned, and sprayed, farmers have gone out and planted more
bushes to replace the ones that have been destroyed. The result is that total output has not
changed much. In 2000, following the first decade of intensive eradication measures, a total of
about 220,000 hectares (545,000 acres) of land was successfully used to grow coca in South
America—almost exactly the same as the amount in 1990. From time to time, individual
countries have managed temporarily to drive out the coca business: Peru, for instance, cut
down on its coca farming in a big way in the 1990s. But the cartels have quickly found other
sources of supply. Peru’s crackdown triggered a coca-growing boom in Colombia. When
Colombia redoubled its efforts and drove the farmers out, the coca terraces reappeared in
Peru. Western observers call this the “balloon effect”: if you squeeze in one place, it bulges up
somewhere else. Latin Americans have an earthier name for the same phenomenon—the
“cockroach effect.” Just like cockroaches, you can chase drug traffickers out of one room, but
they soon take up residence somewhere else in the house.That doesn’t worry advocates of
eradication, who argue that the point is not necessarily to eliminate coca farming completely
but to make it more costly. For farmers to maintain high levels of output in the face of all the
crop spraying, they have been forced to put in much more time in the fields. The need to create
new plantations to make up for the ones destroyed by the armies imposes a significant cost on
business. In the past, virtually all of the coca grown could be turned into cocaine. Nowadays
nearly half goes to waste, yanked up by the roots or sprayed with weed killer by the
authorities.But even though they are having to grow twice as much coca as before to harvest
the same amount of leaf, the cartels haven’t had to raise their prices. In the United States, a
gram of pure cocaine today costs about $180. (A typical gram bought on the street costs about
half that, because it is only about 50 percent pure.)3 That is roughly what it has cost for the
past two decades, in spite of the thousands of swipes of machetes and gallons of weed killer
that have been deployed. One explanation for a stable price at a time of a shock to supply



would be a dip in demand. (In other words, there is less of the product to go around, but fewer
people want to buy it, so the price stays the same.) But that doesn’t seem to be the case. Since
the 1990s, the number of people regularly using cocaine in the United States has held pretty
steady at between about 1.5 million and 2 million people. Recently there has been a significant
dip in US consumption, but most of that has been made up for by much higher demand in
Europe. The United Nations says that worldwide demand is stable. This makes for a puzzle:
constant demand and restricted supply would normally lead to an increase in price, yet cocaine
remains as cheap as ever. How have the cartels managed to defy the basic laws of economics?
To understand how they have pulled off this trick, consider Walmart, which has sometimes
seemed able to defy the laws of supply and demand in a similar way to the drug cartels.
Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, has worldwide revenues of nearly half a trillion dollars per
year. Its success is built on prices that seem not to have risen much since Bud and Sam
Walton opened their first store in 1962. Last Thanksgiving, shoppers could buy a turkey for 40
cents per pound and a set of nine (admittedly hideous) Thanksgiving-themed dinner plates to
go with it for $1.59.These extraordinarily low prices make Walmart wildly popular with its
customers. But for the farmers and manufacturers who supply the goods, the low prices are
sometimes crippling. Their complaint is that Walmart and other big chains have such a big
share of the groceries market that they are able more or less to dictate terms to their suppliers.
Everyone is familiar with the concept of a monopoly, in which one company is the dominant
seller of a particular product and can therefore charge whatever price it likes. Critics of retailers
such as Walmart accuse them of being “monopsonies”—that is, dominant buyers of certain
products. (Just as the word monopoly is derived from the Greek for “single seller,” monopsony
means “single buyer.”) In the same way that a monopolist can dictate prices to its consumers,
who have no one else to buy from, a monopsonist can dictate prices to its suppliers, who have
no one else to sell to. If you want to reach a really big audience of consumers, the theory goes,
you have to be in Walmart. The store knows this and is therefore able to squeeze suppliers
hard. A survey by Forbes magazine found that suppliers that sold a high proportion of their
goods through Walmart on average had lower profit margins than those that did less business
with the store. The difference was most pronounced in the apparel market: clothing
manufacturers that sold less than 10 percent of their products through Walmart were able to
maintain an average margin of 49 percent, whereas those that sold more than 20 percent
through the store averaged only 29 percent.4 Driving down prices and forcing suppliers to be
more efficient is great for consumers, of course, and indeed it has benefits for the wider
economy—a McKinsey study made the extraordinary finding that Walmart alone was
responsible for 12 percent of the US economy’s productivity gains in the second half of the
1990s.5 But for suppliers, it makes life difficult. If a harvest fails and the costs of production go
up, you can bet that it is the farmers, not the supermarket or its customers, that will be made to
feel the squeeze.Walmart hasn’t yet opened in Colombia. But the drug traffickers in the region
have applied Walmart’s genius when it comes to leveraging the supply chain. To start with, the
cartels are more like big-box retailers than one might imagine, playing the role of buyers rather
than growers. It is tempting to imagine that the whole cocaine business is in the hands of the
cartel from start to finish, with gun-toting mobsters lovingly tending their coca bushes with
Baby Bio in between massacring their rivals. But that isn’t usually how it works. The agricultural
side of the cocaine industry is mostly handled by ordinary farmers like the ones in Trinidad
Pampa, who would just as happily grow tomatoes or bananas if they paid as well as coca.
Cartels play a role more like that of large supermarkets, buying produce from farmers,
processing and packaging it, and then selling it on to consumers.Are South American drug



lords as single-minded as Walmart executives when it comes to managing their suppliers? A
pair of economists, Jorge Gallego of New York University and Daniel Rico of the University of
Maryland, decided to find out. Focusing on Colombia, they gathered information from the
government about which parts of the country had undergone coca eradication, of both the
manual variety and the aerial-spraying kind (detailed records of the latter are stored in planes’
in-flight recorders). They cross-referenced these data with information kept by the United
Nations on the price of coca leaf in different regions of the country. By combining the two data
sets they were able to see the impact of coca eradication on the price that farmers charged the
cartels for their coca.6If the supply-reduction strategy of eradicating coca plantations were
working, one would expect areas that had undergone more eradication to see a greater
increase in price than those that had been spared the weed killer. Less coca should mean that,
other things being equal, the local cartels would have to pay the farmers more for it. But
Gallego and Rico found no such pattern. Instead, they discovered, eradication had virtually no
impact on the price of coca leaf, or the various illegal refined-coca products that farmers also
sometimes sell to cartels. Surprised, they ran the study again, this time allowing for a one-year
lag between eradication and sale, in case it took time for the scarcity to feed through to higher
prices. But again, they found that destroying crops had virtually no impact on the wholesale
prices that farmers charge to cartels.The reason, they hypothesize, is that the armed groups
that control the cocaine trade in Colombia act as monopsonies. Under normal market
conditions, coca farmers would be able to shop around and sell their leaves to the highest
bidder. That would mean that in times of scarcity, coca buyers raised their bids, and the price of
the leaf went up. But Colombia’s armed conflict is such that in any given region, there is usually
only one group of traffickers that holds sway. That group is the sole local buyer of coca leaf, so
it dictates the price, just as Walmart is sometimes able to set the price of the produce it buys.
This means that if the cost of producing the leaf goes up—owing to eradication, disease, or
anything else—it will be the farmers who bear the cost, not the cartel. Just as big retailers
protect themselves and their customers from price rises by forcing suppliers to take the hit,
cartels keep their own costs down at the expense of coca farmers. “The shock is assumed
entirely by growers, as major buyers have the ability . . . to maintain fixed prices,” write Gallego
and Rico.In other words, it’s not that the eradication strategy is having no effect. Rather, the
problem is that its impact is felt by the wrong people. The cartels’ Walmart-like grip on their
supply chains means that any worsening in coca-growing conditions simply makes poor
farmers even poorer, without doing much to cut the cartels’ profits or raise the price of cocaine
for consumers. “We’re against all of this,” says a farmer in Trinidad Pampa, who asks not to be
named, referring to the official eradication programs that uproot any unlicensed plants. “We’re
always clashing with the government over it. It’s infuriating for us.” Even if they want nothing to
do with the gangsters who control the cocaine business, growers resent being limited in what
they can produce, he says. Nearby, a wall next to an overgrown field has a notice daubed on it
in white paint, reading: “This plot of land has been SEIZED for eradication.” Any unauthorized
plantations are summarily destroyed, leaving the farmers worse off but failing to affect the
bottom line of their clients, the cartels. Production remains high, retail prices stay low, and the
cocaine business continues. If only it were legal, Bud and Sam Walton might have found much
to admire in the drug cartels’ Andean supply chain.• �• �•Near to where Édgar Marmani and I are
drinking our giant bottle of Pepsi—which I have suddenly realized I am expected to finish and
am gulping down—I can see tiny hands reaching up to grab leaves from the tops of the coca
plants. In Trinidad Pampa, children work in the fields from the age of six, going to school until
lunchtime and then joining their parents to help with the planting and harvesting in the



afternoon. The village has no nursery, so the youngest children accompany their parents to
work, tottering around on the terraces or snoozing in slings carried by their mothers. Conditions
elsewhere in the Andes are no richer: the United Nations estimates that in Colombia, the
average coca farmer earns little more than $2 per day. The destitution of coca growers is
starkly at odds with the image of wealthy cocaine barons, posing in Ferraris and managing
private zoos.How might the cartels be forced to absorb some of these costs themselves? The
root of their monopsony power is that the farmers have only one customer. So the obvious
solution would be to create more competition in the coca-buying market, giving the farmers
more potential buyers and forcing the cartels to pay a market rate for the product. There is just
one snag: because coca is illegal in most places, governments cannot do much to increase the
number of buyers in the market. So they have tried to force the price up in another way: by
providing farmers with alternative ways to make a living, thereby making them less dependent
on selling coca to the cartels.Rather than using the stick of eradication to make coca farming
less appealing, many policy makers suggest providing a carrot in the form of subsidies for
other crops. Some European countries, whose diplomats are privately critical of the eradication-
focused approach favored by the United States, have established projects to encourage other
agricultural industries. The idea is that if it can be made more profitable to grow some other,
legal crop than it is to grow coca, then farmers will change their focus. There is interest among
cocaleros. Even Édgar Marmani, the local union leader, says he would consider switching to
other industries if the start-up costs were lower. “Poultry, tomatoes, pork—they’re all more
profitable than coca, but they need investment,” he complains. The European Union has put
forward some cash to meet that need, funding projects in Bolivia that encourage the cultivation
of bananas, coffee, and citrus fruits, among other things. Similar tactics have been tried in
other parts of the world that have a problem with narco-agriculture: in Afghanistan, which
grows most of the world’s opium, farmers have been nudged toward growing wheat or cotton
as an alternative to opium poppies.There is some evidence that this sort of strategy can work.
A recent study by the Center for Global Development (CGD), a Washington, DC–based
research organization, tried to get to the bottom of how Mexican farmers decided whether to
grow legal crops or illicit ones.7 The authors focused on marijuana and opium, the country’s
main drug crops, and compared them with corn, the main legal one. It is hard to overstate the
importance of corn to Mexicans, whose consumption of the grain is almost like a drug
addiction. Corn is the main ingredient in the tortilla, the national staple, of which the average
Mexican consumes two hundred pounds per year. A popular saying in the country goes, “Sin
maíz, no hay país” (“Without corn, there is no country”). The tortilla-makers’ union has as its
logo a picture of a scowling Centéotl, the vengeful Aztec god of corn, to whom thousands of
bloody human sacrifices were made.For all its patriotic and practical importance, corn has
been a tricky crop to make a living from in recent decades, with enormous fluctuations in price
playing havoc with farmers’ finances. Mexican growers saw corn’s price tumble following the
introduction of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) in 1994, which opened the
market up to competition from the United States. At other times its price spiked, following
shortages caused by droughts north of the border. The authors of the CGD study plotted this
price information alongside data on the amount of land in Mexico dedicated to the growing of
marijuana and opium. How easily were corn farmers tempted into growing narco-crops, in
times of low corn prices?Quite easily, it turns out. As the price of corn fell during the 1990s,
farmers started growing more marijuana, as well as more opium. The authors calculate that in
areas where corn was being farmed, a 59 percent drop in the price of corn led to an 8 percent
increase in cultivation of marijuana and a 5 percent increase in that of opium. But there was



good news, too: as corn prices started to climb again, from 2005 onward, the amount of
marijuana cultivation plummeted. There could be another explanation for this: America’s legal
marijuana boom has greatly reduced the incentives for Mexican farmers to grow pot (see
Chapter 10). And opium-poppy production remained high, even after the price of corn bounced
back. Still, the authors found that corn’s price had a significant effect on farmers’ willingness to
dabble in illegal crops.In other words, make it more profitable for farmers in the Andes to rear
chickens or grow tomatoes, and they might grow less coca. This is effectively another way
around the problem of monopsony: if the cartel demands too low a price for coca (or
marijuana, or opium, or whatever else), the farmers can simply switch to growing corn,
tomatoes, or some other crop. At the very least, the cartels will have to raise the price that they
offer for drug crops if they want to persuade farmers to keep growing them.This alternative-
development strategy may offer more hope than eradication. And for a while, it looked as if
some progress was being made. Since the turn of the twenty-first century, it has seemed for
the first time as if eradication and alternative-development efforts have started to have some
impact on the amount of land being devoted to growing coca. The area of land successfully
used for coca cultivation in 2014 was about 130,000 hectares (320,000 acres), 40 percent less
than in 2000. After years in which a few hundred thousand Andean peasants had resisted the
combined efforts of three South American armies and the DEA, it finally looked as if a
breakthrough had been made.But just as it seemed that the tide had turned, a team of
scientists from the United Nations and the Colombian government made a startling discovery.
Following nearly a year of fieldwork between 2005 and 2006, they determined that there had
been something of a green revolution in the cocaine business. Whereas previously they had
assumed that one hectare of land in Colombia would enable the production of about 4.7
kilograms of pure cocaine powder a year, they now came back with revised estimates
indicating that a hectare could in fact yield more like 7.7 kilograms.8 The finding was an
extraordinary development: it meant that cocaine manufacturers in Colombia had developed a
way of making 60 percent more cocaine from their coca than had previously been thought
possible.How on earth did they do this? To find out, I go see César Guedes, a Peruvian who
works as the UN chief drugs man in Bolivia. Despite the fairly grim field that he works in,
Guedes is a cheerful soul who frequently jumps up out of his chair to illustrate his points with
quickly drawn diagrams, accompanied by enthusiastic gesticulations. “The cartels are
permanently shopping around for what they can do better,” he tells me. The process of
converting coca leaves to cocaine powder is continually evolving as the cocineros, or “cooks,”
develop new recipes in their clandestine jungle laboratories. It is usually done in two steps. The
first is to convert the coca leaves to a damp, cream-colored paste known as cocaine base. To
do this, one ton of fresh leaves is dried out until it weighs more like 300 kilograms. The dried
leaves are then chopped up into smaller pieces and mixed with a toxic brew of chemicals,
including cement, fertilizer, and gasoline, which coaxes the cocaine out of the waxy leaves. The
remaining plant matter is then filtered out, the chemicals removed (at least, most of them), and
the remaining residue boiled down. The result is about 1 kilogram of cocaine base. To turn this
paste into cocaine hydrochloride, as snortable cocaine powder is formally known, it is mixed
with a solvent such as acetone, and with hydrochloric acid.9 The resulting mixture is filtered
and dried to derive just under a kilogram of pure cocaine: C17H21NO4.That basic process has
been carried out for decades. But recently the cartels’ research and development engineers
have struck gold. “The process has changed dramatically. They are using new chemical
precursors, and new machinery,” César Guedes says. Some of the innovations are basic: rather
than waste time drying leaves out in the sun, farmers cook them in ovens; chopping the dried



leaves up into smaller pieces is now frequently done with the aid of a gasoline-powered hedge
trimmer, which whizzes them up into tiny fragments in no time. To wring the cocaine out of the
coca leaves more quickly, cartels have started using adapted washing machines as primitive
centrifuges. Sometimes these laboratories are installed in the backs of trucks that constantly
trundle around the back roads of the jungle, to avoid detection. All of this, and the use of new
precursor chemicals, has meant that in three years, cocaine yields in Bolivia have doubled,
according to Guedes.This means that the country’s role in the supply chain has also changed.
Rather than sending coca paste to Colombia to be processed into cocaine, Bolivians are
increasingly doing the refining themselves, before sending it over the border into neighboring
Brazil for onward shipment to Europe and for local consumption. (Brazil is now the world’s
second-biggest market for cocaine, after the United States, and the biggest bar none for
crack.) Taking control of this part of the supply chain has enriched Bolivian traffickers, Guedes
says, because international smuggling is where many of the profits are found in the cocaine
business. “By doing this”—he hops from one side of his office to another, over an imaginary
border—“you double the price of your product.” Getting higher yields from coca fields means
that, for now at least, the small reduction in the amount of land being used to grow the plants
has been in vain. According to the United Nations, the amount of land devoted to growing coca
in South America fell by about one-quarter between 1990 and 2011. But, thanks to more
efficient production processes, the amount of cocaine made using that smaller amount of land
increased by one-third.• �• �•It seems that nothing is going to force the cocaine cartels of South
America to raise their prices. Hampering coca cultivation mainly hurts farmers, and even
successful efforts to reduce the amount of coca being grown have been instantly wiped out by
basic improvements in technology.Yet even these problems are minor when contrasted with a
more fundamental weakness in the efforts to attack the cartels’ cocaine supply chain. There is
one way in which drug cartels are very different than big retailers like Walmart that work by
selling large volumes with relatively small markups. Walmart doesn’t make very much money
on those Thanksgiving dinner plates, which come in at less than 18 cents each. But it sells so
many of them, as well as a multitude of other cheap items, that it turns a handsome profit.
Markups vary from store to store and from product to product, but most retail businesses sell
their merchandise for between 10 percent and 100 percent more than the wholesale price.
That may sound like a lot, but it is nothing compared with the way that cocaine’s price
increases as it gets closer to its market.Look at the evolution of the price of a kilogram of the
drug, as it makes its way from the Andes to Los Angeles. To make that much cocaine, one
needs somewhere in the neighborhood of 350 kilograms of dried coca leaves. Based on price
data from Colombia obtained by Gallego and Rico, that would cost about $385. Once this is
converted into a kilo of cocaine, it can sell in Colombia for $800. According to figures pulled
together by Beau Kilmer and Peter Reuter at the RAND Corporation, an American think tank,
that same kilo is worth $2,200 by the time it is exported from Colombia, and it has climbed to
$14,500 by the time it is imported to the United States. After being transferred to a midlevel
dealer, its price climbs to $19,500. Finally, it is sold by street-level dealers for $78,000.10 Even
these soaring figures do not quite get across the scale of the markups involved in the cocaine
business. At each of these stages, the drug is diluted, as traffickers and dealers “cut” the drug
with other substances, to make it go further. Take this into account, and the price of a pure
kilogram of cocaine at the retail end is in fact about $122,000.That is a truly extraordinary
markup. Of course, not all of it is pure profit: the reason that cocaine becomes so expensive is
that shipping it around the world in secret incurs all sorts of expenses, from murdering rivals
(see next chapter) to bribing officials. But the difference between the “farm gate” price of coca



and the final retail price of cocaine—an increase of more than 30,000 percent—has an
important implication for attempts to raise the price of coca leaf. Let’s imagine that the
governments of South America make a breakthrough, and that by a massive increase in
eradication or by providing coca farmers with alternative job opportunities they are able to
treble the amount that cartels have to pay to acquire coca leaf. This would mean that to buy
enough coca to make a kilogram of cocaine, cartels would have to shell out about $1,155,
rather than the $385 that they pay at the moment. Now let’s imagine that every penny of that
extra cost is pushed on to the consumer. (Again, that seems unlikely—the most probable
outcome is that the cartels would force other people in the chain to absorb some of the costs,
as they do with their suppliers.) It would mean that a kilogram of pure cocaine sold at the retail
level in the United States would cost an extra $770—that is, $122,770, rather than $122,000.
That would mean that one pure gram would cost $122.77 rather than $122: a rise of 77 cents.
In sum, by trebling the price of cocaine’s raw ingredient in South America—something no
policy has yet gotten close to achieving—the best-case scenario is that cocaine’s retail price in
the United States would rise by 0.6 percent. This does not seem like a good return on the
billions of dollars invested in disrupting the supply of leaves in the Andes.Of course, the
dizzying increase in cocaine’s price as it moves along the supply chain is proof that supply-side
interventions do work, up to a point. It is the efforts of law-enforcement agencies that mean that
a simple agricultural product, which costs no more than coffee at its source, is worth more than
its weight in gold by the time it arrives in Europe or the United States. But the results of the
most recent coca-eradication efforts suggest that interventions at the beginning of the supply
chain have reached the limit of their effectiveness. Governments are approaching the cocaine
market as if it were the chocolate market, in which a rise in the price of cocoa beans leads to a
corresponding rise in the price of chocolate bars. In reality, it is more like the art market, in
which the tiny cost of the raw materials is insignificant compared with the high price of the
finished product. Attempts to raise the price of cocaine by forcing up the cost of coca leaves is
a bit like trying to drive up the price of art by raising the cost of paint. Gerhard Richter, whose
canvases sell for up to $46 million, would not lose sleep if the price of the oil paints used in his
works of art doubled, or even quintupled. And in the same way, as long as counternarcotics
agencies focus their fire on the earliest, lowest-value stages in the cocaine supply chain, the
drug cartels need not worry too much about their bottom lines.The vast, ongoing military
gardening projects taking place in the Andes are demonstrably in vain. Most of the time they
serve merely to impoverish farmers; even when they do succeed in imposing a cost on the
cartels, it is minuscule in comparison with the retail price that cocaine eventually fetches.
Attacking the drug problem at its source sounds sensible. But economics suggests that, in fact,
it is the least effective point at which to strike. It is further down the supply chain, by the United
States border, that cocaine starts to become really valuable. As we shall see in the next
chapter, that is also the point at which cartels consider it worth going to war.Chapter
2COMPETITION VS. COLLUSIONWhy Merger Is Sometimes Better Than MurderIn one of the
grand state rooms of Los Pinos, the presidential palace in Mexico City, Felipe Calderón
brandishes a color printout of thirty-seven surly faces. It is October 2012, and Calderón has six
weeks left to serve as president of Mexico. In a valedictory interview, he is trying to impress on
me the progress that his government has made in putting the country’s leading narcotics
entrepreneurs out of business. The thirty-seven men on his sheet were designated Mexico’s
most wanted in 2009, in a notice published in the Diario Oficial de la Federación, the official
gazette of the republic. Some of the photos look like prison mug shots; others look as if they
could have come from family albums. Most striking of all, many of the faces have a triumphant



black line slashed through them.“On the Zetas side, one of the important ones is El Taliban,”
President Calderón says, referring to a mustachioed figure with the word “ARRESTED”
stamped across his photo. Most of the faces belonging to members of the Zetas, one of the
country’s leading drug cartels, have been crossed out. “El Amarillo [The Yellow] controlled
practically all of the southeast of the country for the Zetas. El Lucky controlled all of
Veracruz . . . La Ardilla [The Squirrel] was among the most dangerous and bloodthirsty killers,”
Calderón continues. In all, twenty-five of the thirty-seven faces are struck through: seventeen
arrested, six killed by the police or army, and two “executed”—that is, murdered by their
business rivals. Further strikes were to follow: in July 2013, eight months after President
Calderón left office, the Zetas’ supreme leader, Miguel Ángel Treviño, was nabbed near the
Texas border. In March 2015, Mexican security forces captured his brother and successor,
Omar, in a luxury home in a suburb of the northern city of Monterrey.One might have expected
the methodical elimination of most of the country’s leading criminal kingpins to put the cartels
out of business. In fact, it did no such thing. Throughout Calderón’s presidency, the quantity of
drugs being smuggled over the American border showed little sign of diminishing, and the
number of young men going into the narcotics business remained high. The one very
noticeable change during his six years in office was that violence soared. The mild-mannered
man from Michoacán inherited Mexico with its murder rate at an all-time low. With around ten
murders per 100,000 people, in 2006 Mexico was one of Latin America’s safer countries.
Indeed, its murder rate was lower than that of a handful of US states. By 2012, the rate had
doubled, and Calderón left Los Pinos the most unpopular president in Mexico’s recent history.
Cartoonists now depict him in an oversized soldier’s uniform, standing lost in a field of
gravestones or human skulls.Just as Mexico’s murder rate was galloping upward, the situation
in one of its closest neighbors was going in the opposite direction. El Salvador had long had
one of the world’s highest rate of violence, dwarfing that of Mexico. Its fearsome maras, or
gangs, famous for their head-to-toe tattoos, carry out tit-for-tat killings in the country’s slums
every day. But in 2012, something extraordinary happened. Within the space of only a few
days, peace broke out. The murder rate fell by two-thirds, after the country’s two main criminal
gangs, the Mara Salvatrucha and Barrio 18, agreed on an unlikely truce. The two mobs, which
had previously been deadly rivals, even held a press conference together, in which they
promised that there would be no more killings. The murder rate immediately dropped by the
equivalent of about 2,000 lives a year.Mexico’s cartels and El Salvador’s maras operate in the
same region of the world, dealing the same products, and with the same readiness to resort to
violence. Why is it then that in the space of a few years Mexico’s gangsters became so much
more violent, while El Salvador’s calmed down? Or, thinking about it like an economist, why did
one market see heightened competition and the other collusion?• �• �•Ground zero for Mexico’s
war against the cartels is Ciudad Juárez. Like many cities along the border with the United
States, Juárez has always been a rough-and-ready sort of place. It is not poor by Mexican
standards—the bars and taco joints on some streets in the center look as if they could have
been transplanted from Texas—but on its fringes lives a churning population of desperately
hard-up workers who eke out a living working in the maquiladora factories on the city’s sandy
outskirts where televisions and refrigerators are assembled for export. On a mountainside on
the western edge of town someone has painted, in huge white letters big enough to be read all
over the city: “CIUDAD JUÁREZ: THE BIBLE IS THE TRUTH. READ IT.”Until recently, some
force, divine or otherwise, had more or less held the peace. A normal year saw about 400
murders—not too dreadful for a city of 1.5 million people, let alone a very poor one that borders
a country with free-and-easy gun laws. But in 2008, something in the criminal underworld



stirred. The level of violence rose steeply; by the summer of 2011, bodies were piling up in the
city morgue at a rate of 300 per month.The murders bore the hallmarks of organized crime:
many of the victims were killed with high-caliber rounds from the muzzle of a cuerno de chivo,
or “goat horn,” as AK-47 rifles are known, owing to their curved magazine. Many of the dead
had come from out of town—perhaps as traveling hit men, or else as their victims, kidnapped in
another state and brought to Juárez for anonymous disposal. At one point the city was
classifying about fifty bodies a month as “MN” or “FN,” for nonidentified male or female. More
than 25,000 people simply vanished during Calderón’s presidency, many of whom have ended
up in the chilled cabinets of the newly enlarged Juárez morgue. On most days a small queue of
families still lines up outside the tall fences of the building, in the hope of identifying a missing
relative.Why did Mexico’s cartels come to fight so hard over a place like Juárez? At first glance
the city doesn’t look as if it should be especially important to drug cartels. It contributes nothing
in terms of the supply of drugs, which are grown far south and west in the Sierra Madre in the
case of marijuana and opium poppies, and way down in South America in the case of coca for
cocaine. Nor is it a center of much demand: the value of the local retail market is pitiful
compared with that of big American cities over the border. Yet the fight to control this city was
so intense that for several years running, it had the highest murder rate in the world.Juárez’s
real value to cartels, of course, lies in its role as the gateway to a much bigger market. The US
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the agency burdened with the task of shutting down
America’s favorite vice, estimates that about 70 percent of the cocaine entering the United
States via Mexico crosses the border at Juárez. Plenty of non-narco contraband has always
flowed through this part of the Chihuahua desert. Even before the takeoff of cocaine in the
1970s, Juárez was a favorite place for American day-trippers to come for cheap alcohol, as
well as budget car repairs, dentistry, prostitutes, and just about anything else in which the low
cost of labor in Mexico translates to lower prices. When you fly into the city, it is hard to tell
where Juárez ends and El Paso, in Texas, begins.To try to suffocate the cartels, the American
and Mexican authorities have done their best to make the border harder to cross. Since the
9/11 attacks, in particular, US borders have become more tightly policed (to the irritation of
legitimate businesspeople as well as crooks: “El Homeland Security—ay, cabrón!” a Juárez
barman once complained to me, lamenting the fall in business from American day-trippers).
But a perverse economic consequence of tightening up the border is that each crossing point
has become more valuable. The 2,000-mile frontier between Mexico and the world’s largest
drug market has only forty-seven official border crossings—and of those, the largest half-dozen
or so dwarf the rest in terms of the number of trucks loaded with shipping containers that they
process. A cartel that fails to control at least one of these major crossings will not get
far.Competition for each crossing is therefore intense. Juárez is not the only border city to have
been hit by extreme violence: places such as Tijuana, Reynosa, and Nuevo Laredo have also
been cartel battlegrounds in recent years. The six Mexican states that border the United States
have among the highest murder rates in Mexico. The only places that rival them are states that
are home to big ports, such as Veracruz and Michoacán, which are highly prized by cartels for
the same reason. Precisely because these points of entry are scarce, drug traffickers are
prepared to fight tooth and nail to control them.The conditions have always been right for
competition. Why did it break out so spectacularly during Calderón’s time in office? The drug
trade in Juárez had long been controlled by the Carrillo Fuentes Organization, often called
simply the Juárez cartel. In the 1990s, the gang was run by Amado Carrillo Fuentes, known as
the “Lord of the Skies” because of the fleet of aircraft he kept to import Colombian cocaine. In a
plot twist straight out of a bad gangster film, Amado died in 1997 in Mexico City while



undergoing plastic surgery to disguise his appearance. No one knows quite why or how he was
killed while under the knife. But a few months later, the bodies of three of the doctors who
performed the botched operation were discovered encased in concrete inside sixty-six-gallon
oil drums. The cartel suffered another blow when one of its main contacts in the government
was unmasked. José de Jesús Gutiérrez Rebollo was an army general who had been
appointed head of the National Institute for the Combat of Drugs, effectively making him
Mexico’s drug tsar. In fact, he was in the pay of the Juárez gang all along. (If this rings a bell, it
may be because a thinly veiled portrayal of the general appeared in Traffic, a 2000 film about
the drugs business.) With Amado dead and the corrupted drug tsar out of the game, the
Juárez mob fell into decline.Rival mafias spotted this. The steady flow of bootleg business
through Juárez had always made the city a tempting target for an acquisition. All it needed now
was for the right sort of corporate takeover artist to emerge. Right on cue, on a winter morning
in 2001, Joaquín Guzmán, Mexico’s wiliest drug trafficker, escaped from prison. Guzmán, a
dumpy man from the Sinaloan Sierra Madre, is known as El Chapo, or “Shorty,” on account of
his five-foot-six frame. His stockiness helped with his escape from a jail on the outskirts of
Mexico City, hidden in a laundry cart. Buried under prisoners’ unwashed underwear, he may
not have been dignified in his exit. But it did little to tarnish his reputation as Mexico’s most
powerful drug lord, as the leader of the Sinaloa cartel, the world’s largest drug-trafficking
organization. Forbes magazine, which has included El Chapo on its billionaires list, named him
the world’s sixtieth-most-powerful person in 2010. (President Calderón didn’t make the list at
all.)The Sinaloa and Juárez gangs soon began to quarrel. In 2004, Rodolfo, the youngest of the
Carrillo Fuentes brothers of Juárez, was murdered outside a cinema in Sinaloa. El Chapo was
widely suspected of having ordered the hit. Later that year, El Chapo’s brother, Arturo, was
killed in prison, in what may have been retaliation. Four relatively calm years passed before
one of El Chapo’s sons, Édgar Guzmán, was shot dead outside a shopping center in Sinaloa.
(Legend has it that on Mother’s Day, two days later, the women of Sinaloa awoke to find that
there were no red roses left in the state, because El Chapo, in his grief, had bought every
single one.)1 A few months later, a former girlfriend of El Chapo was found dead in a car trunk,
with the logo of a rival gang carved into her body. This was war.It is 2011 when I nervously first
set foot in Juárez, at what turns out to be the peak of the fighting. Emerging from the airport,
notebook in hand and nonfunctioning tracking device still redundantly stuffed down my sock, I
meet Miguel, a local fixer who has agreed to drive me around for the day. Normally, on a trip
like this I would take taxis, but Juárez taxistas have a reputation for working as lookouts for the
cartels, so I have gotten in touch with Miguel through a friend. Having my own driver feels
impossibly grand—until Miguel announces that his car’s reverse gear is not working, so I will
have to help push it out of its parking place. Not much of a getaway car, I think to myself, as we
head into the city.I can tell as soon as we hit the highway into town that something is not quite
right in Juárez. Unlike in other Mexican cities, where every intersection has someone selling
food, fans, or flyswatters, the streets are nearly empty. Even as the winter’s day begins to warm
up, everyone’s car windows are still closed. People also seem to be driving very carefully. In
Mexico City, the driving is dreadful (partly because the driver’s test was abolished a few years
back after examiners became so corrupt that it was difficult to pass without paying a bribe). In
Juárez, motorists are downright courteous. I ask Miguel why he is allowing so much space
between cars when he stops at traffic lights. “In case of a shootout,” he shrugs. Red traffic lights
are a favorite place for hit men to assassinate their targets, so having a few feet between you
and the car in front could be the difference between escaping and being hemmed in.I go to see
Hugo Almada, a professor at the University of Juárez, who has tracked the ebb and flow of the



drugs business in the city. Wearily, he lowers himself into a booth in Barrigas (Bellies), a gringo-
style diner in the center of the city where we have agreed to meet. “The traffic of drugs is like a
river,” he says, miming it with one hand over the table while cutting up an enchilada with the
other. “If you try to dam it”—he brings his hand down with a smack—“it just goes everywhere.”
Like many Mexicans, he is frustrated that President Calderón seems to have taken the war on
drugs literally, sending the army to crush any sign of trafficking activity, often stirring up even
more trouble. Almada grudgingly admires what he sees as the cynicism of the way the “war” is
selectively fought north of the border. “We have to learn from the United States. There, drugs
are moved around, the wholesale trade goes on, money is laundered—and nothing happens,”
he says. “But the day someone kills a policeman, they mobilize the force of the state. And the
cabrón gets forty years in jail, and he doesn’t escape. Those are the unwritten rules. Here, they
[the traffickers] kill policemen as if they were lead soldiers.”

Narconomics How fortnite season

American Prison: A Reporter's Undercover Journey into the Business of Punishment

Bernie Gourley, “How drug cartels follow the business practices of mainstream businesses,
and the economics of why the drug war is a failure. “Narconomics” is about how drug cartels
are taking pages from the playbooks of big businesses like Walmart and Coca-cola. In cases
like diversifying into new markets or deciding to collude with a competitor, this might not seem
surprising. However, it may come as a shock to find out about the franchising and CSR
(corporate social responsibility) practices of drug cartels. Other than being outside access to
the justice system, and thus resorting to violence to achieve what contracts, mediators, and
courts would do for other businesses, the drug business it turns out is very much a
business.Along the way a secondary story emerges that is just as interesting and even more
important. It’s the story of how the drug war makes no sense from the standpoint of economic
logic. Destroying fields in South America only makes for poorer farmers because their
monopsonistic (i.e. single buyer) market pushes the cost of lost crops back onto them. And
because raw product is such a tiny portion of retail price, their destruction has almost no effect
on prices at the user end. Furthermore, as more US and European states legalize marijuana, it
seems that this will have more of an effect at putting cartels out of business and ending their
reign of violence than all the arms shipments and foreign aid for drug enforcement ever
had.The book consists of ten chapters, each of which addresses an area of business practices
that have been taken up by the drug cartels. Chapter one is about supply chains, and in the
case of cocaine there is a rather long one. The raw product is grown in South America and
must be infiltrated into the US—usually through Mexico. (For a while there was a prominent
Caribbean route, but it was shut down—at least for a while.) This is where we learn about how
the cartels adapt to eradicated crops, as well as how the product is marked up at various
stages of the operation.Chapter 2 is about the decision to compete versus collude. We mostly
read about the competition, because in a lawless market competition equals violence.
However, over time cartels have been increasingly willing to agree on distribution of territory.
Although, there are also clever means to compete unique to criminal enterprises, such as
engaging in violence in someone else’s territory to cause the police to crack down there—thus
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making it harder for said opposition.Chapter 3 is about human resources, and the different
approaches used to handle problems in this domain. In the movies, an drug cartel employee
who fouled up always gets a bullet to the brain, but it seems that this isn’t always the case—
though it certainly happens. Different countries and regions have differing labor mobility. In
some cases, there is no labor mobility. (i.e. if one has a gang’s symbols tattooed all over one’s
body, one can’t interview with a rival gang and Aetna sure as hell isn’t going to hire
you.)Chapter 4 is about public relations and giving to the public. One doesn’t think about drug
lords engaging in CSR, but in some cases they may be more consistent with it than
mainstream businesses. The cartels face an ongoing risk of people informing on them, and at
least some of those people can do so without their identities becoming known. Violence is
often used to solve problems in this domain, but it can’t do it all. That’s why drug lords build
churches and schools, and often become beloved in the process.Chapter 5 explores
“offshoring” in the drug world. This may seem strange, but drug cartels, too, chase low-cost
labor. But it’s not just about lowering costs, it’s also about finding a suitable regulatory
environment—which in the cartel’s case means a slack one. An interesting point is made that
all the statistics on doing business are still relevant to the drug business, but often in reverse.
That is, if Toyota is putting in a plant, it wants a place with low corruption, but if the Sinaloa
want to put in a facility--the easier the bribery the better.Chapter 6 describes how franchising
has come to be applied to drug cartels—famously the Zetas. The franchisor provides such
goods as better weaponry in exchange for a cut of profits. Of course, there’s always a
difference in incentives between franchisors and franchisees when it comes to delimiting
territory, and this doesn’t always work out as well for drug dealers as it does for McDonald’s
franchisees.While the bulk of the book focuses on cocaine and marijuana, Chapter 7 is
different in that most of it deals with the wave of synthetic drugs that has popped up. The topic
is innovating around regulation, and so it’s certainly apropos to look at these drugs. If you’re
not familiar, there are many synthetic drugs that are usually sold as potpourri or the like. Once
they’re outlawed, the formula is tweaked a little. In a way, these “legal highs” may be the most
dangerous because no one knows what effect they’ll have when they put the out on the
street.In chapter 8 we learn that the drug world hasn’t missed the online retail phenomena.
Using special web browsers, individuals are able to make transactions that are not so difficult
to trace. In an intriguing twist, the online market may foster more trust and higher quality
product than the conventional street corner seller ever did.Chapter 9 examines how drug
traffickers diversify—most notably into human trafficking. Exploiting their knowledge of how to
get things across the border, they become “coyotes.”The last chapter investigates the effect of
legalization, and it focuses heavily upon the effects that Denver’s legalizing marijuana has had
in Denver, in the rest of the country, and on the cartels. Wainwright paints a balanced picture
that shows that not everything is perfect with legalization. E.g. he presents a couple cases of
people who ingested pot-laced food products intended for several servings, and did crazy stuff.
However, the bottom line is that legalization (and the regulation and taxation that comes with it)
seems to be the way to go if you want to really hurt the cartels and stem the tide of violence,
as well as to reduce the number of people showing up at the ER having ingested some
substance of unknown chemical composition.There is an extensive conclusion, about the
length of one of the chapters that delves into the many ways our approach to eliminating drug
use is ill-advised and dangerous. This connects together a number of the key points made
throughout the chapter.I found this book fascinating. Wainwright does some excellent
investigative reporting—at no minor risk to life and limb. If you’re interested in issues of
business and economics, you’ll love this book. If you’re not into business and economics, you’ll



find this book to be an intriguing and palatable way to take on those subjects.”

Kevin, “Addictive economics. Nearly every book about the drug trade suffers from one
fundamental flaw: guesstimates about the financial and other figures related to drug trafficking.
This is so even when academics pretend they are relying on solid data while actually making
an ideological case about drugs (or America). But 34-year-old journalist Tom Wainwright, the
Britain editor of the Economist and the magazine’s former correspondent for Mexico and
Central America and the Caribbean, has a university background in economics, politics and
philosophy, which makes for clear analysis and a creative approach to figuring out the realities
of the underworld.As one example of how the value drug seizures are falsely estimated by
officials, Wainwright cites a Mexico City marijuana haul which US newspapers reported was
worth over half-a-billion US dollars. The actual value, says Wainwright, was probably more like
US$10 million. That’s because all drugs have to be processed before being sold, so using the
street value for crops destroyed, Wainwright points out, is like estimating the value of a steer
based on the cost of a steak in a restaurant.Throughout the book’s ten chapters, Wainwright
applies economic concepts like monopolies and labour supply to show how the drug trade
works. He deals not only with staples like marijuana and cocaine, but also designer drugs
created in laboratories and discusses how the Internet has affected the trade in illegal
narcotics.Applying business models, Wainwright explains that “Cartels play a role more like
that of large supermarkets, buying produce from farmers, processing and packaging it, then
selling it to consumers.”The book is also leavened with lively anecdotes and colourful
characters. Wainwright writes that “Straightforward ineptitude is frequently the cause of drug
traffickers’ downfall, according to the Home Office researchers, who noted that the ‘soap opera
lifestyles’ of dealers and their associates were often what caused them to be caught,” In one
such case, a courier who had to hand over $US500,000 in cash decided to put the bills on a
bed and have sex with his 17-year-old outside woman, taking selfies while doing so. When the
girlfriend showed the pics to the driver’s wife, the wife became so enraged that she tipped off
the police about him.Much of the book is devoted to showing why existing anti-trafficking
polices aren’t working. For instance, Wainwright explains thatdestroying crops doesn’t raise the
prices that wholesale farmers charge to cartels, because the armed groups that control the
cocaine trade in Colombia act as monopsonies. That means that one group has a monopoly in
specific regions, like cable companies in Trinidad and Tobago until recently. All that destroying
crops does is make poor farmers poorer, says Wainwright, while the cartels’ profits remain the
same.Moreover, he cites figures showing that, from coca leaf to cocaine powder, the mark-up
is more than 30,000 percent. Put another way, even if destroying crops tripled the farmer’s
price, the retail price in the United States would rise less than one percent.“This does not seem
like a good return on the billions of dollars invested in disrupting the supply of leaves in the
Andes,” Wainwright dryly remarks.The final chapter is titled, with seeming egoism, “Why
Economists Make the Best Police Officers.” But Wainwright’s book proves his core point as to
why an economics approach rather than an ideological one will do most to reduce the ill effects
of drug trafficking.”

Steve247, “Exceptional. I was (wrongly) recommended this book as an insight into how the
drug cartels used practices that traditional businesses could adopt. In fact it describes how
their activities resemble them ... and so much more.The book is thoroughly researched,
authoritative and very well-written. I had no intention of reading a book about the drugs
industry, but once I started, I couldn't stop (addictive?)Highly recommended as an insight into



how it all fits together- and how it can be combated.”

Peter Sainsbury, “Recommended reading for anyone doubting the power of economics to make
the world a better place. Not the usual commodity markets that I read about, but this book is
certainly one of the most interesting and well written. From why drug cartels are a lot like
Walmart managing their supply chain, how cartels operate much like multi-national companies,
why efforts to disrupt the supply of drugs is so fruitless and finally to the impact that
legalisation (when done correctly) can snuff out the illegal drugs industry this book has
everything any self respecting management consultant to the illegal drugs industry needs. The
author takes you on a fascinating journey through some of the most dangerous places in the
world where drugs are grown and manufactured all the way to the end users. A welcome boost
for how and why economists and economics in general have something very useful to say
about how the world could be a better place.”

chris A, “Thought Provoking. This is a great read and having seen the futility of the ‘war on
drugs’ where the farmer who gets $100 a kilo loses everything whilst the main culprits make on
misery. I wonder if our elected officials will ever change mindset? Judging by their inability to
settle trade agreements I doubt it.”

Lucifer Lucifer, “A rare dose of common sense. A great read, with some genuinely eye-opening
statistics. The ‘war on drugs’ is a complete failure. Here, in this book, are the seeds of dealing
with our relationship with drugs. And many won’t enjoy reading the absolute facts they’re
presented with. Legalise. Tax. Control. It’s the only way forward.”

The book by Tom Wainwright has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 823 people have provided feedback.
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